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 4We prove that a Hilbert space frame f contains a Riesz basis if everyi ig I
 4subfamily f , J : I, is a frame for its closed span. Secondly we give a newi ig J
characterization of Banach spaces which do not have any subspace isomorphic to
c . This result immediately leads to an improvement of a recent theorem of Holub0
concerning frames consisting of a Riesz basis plus finitely many elements Q 1996
Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
 :Let H be a separable Hilbert space with the inner product ? , ? linear
 4in the first entry. A family f of elements of H is called a frame for Hi ig I
if
22 25 5  : 5 5'A , B ) 0: A f F f , f F B f , ; f g H . i
igI
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 4A and B are called frame bounds. If f is a frame, then Sf [i ig I
 : f , f f defines a bounded invertible operator on H. This fact leadsig I i i
to the frame decomposition: every f g H has the representation
y1  y1 :f s SS f s f , S f f . i i
igI
So a frame can be considered as a generalized basis in the sense that every
element of H can be written as a linear combination of the frame
elements. Actually one has that
 4f is a Riesz basisi igI
 4m f is a frame and c f s 0 « c s 0, ; i .i i i iigI
igI
Recently more authors have been interested in the relation between
w xframes and Riesz bases. Holub H concentrates on near-Riesz bases, i.e.,
frames consisting of a Riesz basis plus finitely many elements. He is able
w xto give equivalent characterisations of such frames. Seip Se deals only
with frames of complex exponentials. Among his very interesting results
one finds examples of frames which do not contain a Riesz basis. On the
other hand he proves that all frames which have appeared ``naturally''
until his paper contain a Riesz basis.
Using different techniques, the present authors have constructed a
w xframe not containing a Riesz basis CC . Furthermore one of the authors
w xgave the first condition implying that a frame contains a Riesz basis C1 .
The purpose of the first part of the present paper is to show that the
w xconclusion is true under weaker conditions than in C1 . We also give an
example where the new theorem can be used, but where the condition in
w xthe version of C1 is not satisfied.
In the second part of the paper we present a new characterization of
Banach spaces which do not have any subspace isomorphic to c . This is0
important in itself, but the reason for combining it with the frame result
above is that it immediately leads to an improvement of a recent frame
w xresult of Holub H . Holub shows that if a frame is norm-bounded below,
then it is a near-Riesz basis if and only if it is unconditional, which means
that if a series  c f converges, then it converges unconditionally.ig I i i
Actually we are able to prove the same without the condition about
norm-boundedness; however, this property follows as a consequence of the
situation.
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2. FRAMES CONTAINING A RIESZ BASIS
 4  4A frame f is called a Riesz frame if very subfamily f is ai ig I i ig J
frame for its closed span, with a lower bound A common for all those
w xframes. One of the main results in C1 is
THEOREM 2.1. E¨ery Riesz frame contains a Riesz basis.
The main ingredient in the proof is an application of Zorn's lemma. Our
goal is to show that the conclusion actually holds without the assumption
about a common lower bound. This is important in practice, since one
might be in the situation that some theoretical arguments give the frame
property, but no knowledge of the bounds. However, the proof of this
more general theorem is much more complicated and in fact Theorem 2.1
is part of the results we use in the proof. We need a lemma:
 4LEMMA 2.2. Let f be a frame. Gi¨ en e ) 0 and a finite set J : I,i ig I
there exists a finite set J9 containing J such that
2 2 : 5 5  4f , f F e ? f , ; f g span f . i i igJ
igIyJ 9
 4n  4Proof. Let e be an orthonormal basis for span f . Given e ) 0j js1 i ig J
we take the index set J9 containing I such that
e2 :e , f F , for all j g J . j i nigIyJ 9
 4 n  :Now take f g span f . Writing f s  f , e e we geti ig J js1 j j
2n
2 :  : :f , f s f , e e , f  i j j i
igIyJ 9 igIyJ 9 js1
n n
2 2 :  :F f , e e , f  j j i
igIyJ 9 js1 js1
n
2 2 2 : 5 5 5 5s e , f ? f F e ? f .  j i
igIyJ 9 js1
 4PROPOSITION 2.3. Let f be a frame with the property that e¨eryi ig I
 4subset of f is a frame for its closed linear span. Then there is an e ) 0, andi
finite subsets J ; J9 ; I, with the property: For e¨ery J0 ; I y J9, the family
 4f has lower frame bound G e .i ig J j J 0
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Proof. We assume that proposition fails and construct by induction
sequences of finite subsets J , J , . . . and J X , J X , . . . with the following1 2 1 2
properties.
 . n X1 D J ; J ,js1 j n
 .  4 5 5n2 For every f g span f , with f s 1,i ig D Jjs 1 j
12 :f , f F , i
X nigIyJn
 .  4 5 5n3 There is some f g span f , with f s 1 andi ig D Jjs 1 j
12 :f , f F . i nnigD Jjs1 j
We will quickly check the induction step. Assume J , J , . . . , J and1 2 n
X X X  .  .J , J , . . . , J have been chosen to satisfy 1 ] 3 above. By Lemma 2.2,1 2 ny1
X n X  .there is a finite set J ; I with D ; J satisfying 2 above with then js1 n
 .  . n Xconstant 1r n q 1 . Given e s 1r n q 1 , and J s D J and J ; J ,js1 j n
our assumption that the proposition fails implies there is a finite set
X  .  .J ; I y J so that 3 holds for 1r n q 1 . This completes the induc-nq1 n
`  .  .tion. We now let J s D J . It is easily seen from 2 and 3 above thatns1 n
 4f is not a frame for its closed linear span. That is, for each n, there isi ig J
 4 5 5  .  .na f g span f with f s 1 and satisfying 3 . We now have by 2 ,i ig D Jjs 1 j
1 1 22 2 2 :  :  :f , f s f , f q f , f F q s .  i i i n n nn `igJ igD J igD Jjs1 j jsnq1 j
This contradiction completes the proof of the proposition.
 4THEOREM 2.4. If e¨ery subset of f is a frame for its closed lineari ig I
 4span, then f contains a Riesz basis.i ig I
Proof. By Proposition 2.3, there exists an e ) 0 and finite sets J and J9
with J ; J9 so that whenever J0 ; I y J9 the lower frame bound of
 4f is G e . Let P denote the orthogonal projection of H ontoi ig J j J 0
 4  . 4span f . Then for all J0 ; I y J9, if f g span I y P f , theni ig J i ig J 0
 4f g span f , soi ig J j J 0
2225 5  :  :e f F f , f s I y P f , f . i i
igJjJ 0 igJjJ 0
2 2 :  :s I y P f , f s f , I y P f . .  . i i
igJ 0 igJ 0
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 . 4It follows that for every J0 ; I y J9, the set I y P f has loweri ig J 0
 4 4frame bound e ) 0. Obviously every frame I y P f has the samei ig J 9
 4  . 4upper bound as f , so Theorem 2.1 applied to I y P f showsi ig I i ig IyJ 9
 . 4that there exists a subset I9 : I y J9 such that I y P f is a Rieszi ig I9
 4 2 .basis for its closed span. Hence, for all sequences c g l I9 ,i
2< <c f G c I y P f G e c , .  i i i i i(
igI9 igI9 igI9
 4  .i.e., f is a Riesz basis for its closed span. But since dim PH - ` iti ig I9
can be extended to a Riesz basis for H just by adding finitely many
elements.
To prove that Theorem 2.4 really is an improvement of Theorem 2.1 one
needs an example of a frame, where every subfamily is a frame for its
closed span, but where there does not exists a common lower bound for all
those frames. We present such an example now:
 4`EXAMPLE. Let e be an orthonormal basis for H and definei is1
`1
 4f [ e , e q e .i i i 1igK i 52 is2
 4First we show that every subfamily f , is a frame for its closed span.i ig I
For convenience, write the subfamily as
1
 4  4f s e j e q e .i i i 1igI igI i 52 igJ
 4First we assume that I l J s B. Then e is an orthonormal basisi ig I j J
 4for its closed span. The idea is now to show that f is a perturbationi ig L
of this family and thereby conclude that the family itself is a frame. Since
2 2`1 125 5f y e s F - 1  i i i i2 2igIjJ igJ is2
w  .x  4we conclude by C1, Corollary 2.3 b that f is a Riesz basis for itsi ig L
closed span, as desired.
Now assume that I l J / B. Write
1 1
 4  4f s e , e q e j e j e q e .i i i 1 i i 1igL igIyJi i 5  52 2igIlJ igJyI
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 4  4  4 4  4Clearly span f s span e j e . The sequence f is ai ig L 1 i ig I j J i ig L
 . wBessel sequence i.e., the upper frame condition is satisfied so by C2,
xCorollary 4.3 we are done if we can show that the operator
2  4  4T : l L ª span f , T e s e f . i i i iigL
igL
4is surjective. Now, let f g spanf . We want to write f as a lineari ig L
2 .combination of elements f with coefficients from l L . First,i
 :  :  :  :f s f , e e q f , e e q f , e e q f , e e  i i i i i i 1 1
igIyJ igJyI igIlJ
1
 :  :s f , e e q f , e e q e i i i i 1i /2igIyJ igJyI
1
 :  :  :y f , e e q f , e e q f , e e . i 1 1 1 i ii2igJyI igIlJ
Choose n g I l J. Then
1
 :  :f s f , e e q f , e e q e i i i i 1i /2igIyJ igJyI
1 1
n n :  :q y2 f , e q 2 f , e e q e i 1 n 1ni  / / 22igJyI
1
n n :  :y y2 f , e q 2 f , e e i 1 ni /2igJyI
 :  :q f , e e q f , e en n i i
 4igIlJy n
1
 :  :s f , e e q f , e e q e i i i i 1i /2igIjJ igJyI
1 1
n n :  :q y2 f , e q 2 f , e ? e q e i 1 n 1ni  / / 22igJyI
1
n n :  :  :  :q 2 f , e y 2 f , e q f , e e q f , e e . i 1 n n i ii /2igJyI  4igIlJy n
 4So every f g span f can be written as a linear combination of thei ig L
 4 2 .elements in f , and obviously the coefficient sequence is in l L .i ig L
That is, T is surjective, and the proof is complete. Now we show that there
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is no common lower bound for all subframes. Let n g N and consider the
  n4 4  4family e , e q 1r2 e , which is a frame for span e , e . Sincen n 1 1 n
21 12 2 :  : 5 5e , e q e , e q e s ? e1 n 1 n 1 1n 2 n2 2
the lower bound for this frame is at most 1r22 n. Hence there is no
common lower bound.
3. BANACH SPACES HAVING A UNCONDITIONAL BASIS
AND NEAR-RIESZ BASES IN HILBERT SPACES
In this section we prove the following:
 4`  4`THEOREM 3.1. Let f be a frame for the Hilbert space H. Then fi is1 i is1
is unconditional if and only if it is a near-Riesz basis.
With the additional assumption that the f 's are norm bounded belowi
w x w xthe result is proven by Holub H using a result of Heil He, p. 168 .
Theorem 3.1 shows that this assumption is superfluous. However, it is a
consequence of the situation, since every near-Riesz basis is norm-bounded
below. The ``if'' part above follows from this property and the original
result of Holub. The ``only if'' part is more complicated, but actually we
prove a much more general result concerning abstract Banach spaces. This
result has independent interest in Banach space theory in that it classifies
those Banach spaces which do not have any subspace isomorphic to c .0
THEOREM 3.2. Let X be any Banach space. The following are equi¨ alent:
 .1 No subspace of X is isomorphic to c .0
 .  4` `2 If y : X is a sequence, so that whene¨er  a y con¨ergesi is1 is1 i i
 4for some coefficient sequence a , the series must con¨erge unconditionally,i
 4`then there is some n g N so that y is a unconditional basis for its0 i isn0
closed span.
The ``only if'' part of Theorem 3.1 is a consequence of Theorem 3.2.
 .  4`Actually a Hilbert space satisfies 1 of Theorem 3.2, so if f is ai is1
near-Riesz basis for a Hilbert space H, then there exists a n such that0
 4`f is a unconditional basis for its closed span and a frame for itsi isn0
closed span. Here we used the fact that if one deletes finitely many
elements from a frame, then one still has a family which is a frame for its
w x w xclosed span C3, Lemma 2 or CH, Theorem 7 for a more general
.statement . So by the characterization of Riesz bases in the Introduction,
 4`f is a Riesz basis for its closed span. This space has finite codimen-i isn0
sion, so adding finitely many elements we obtain a Riesz basis for H, and
Theorem 3.1 follows.
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The proof of Theorem 3.2 requires some preliminary results.
 4`  4`LEMMA 3.3. If X is a Banach space, y : X, and c are scalarsi is1 i is1
so that ` c y con¨erges unconditionally in X, thenis1 i i
`
lim sup e c y s 0.nª` e s"1 i i ii
isn
Proof. If the conclusion of the lemma fails, then there is some e ) 0
and natural numbers n - n - ??? and some e j s "1, j s 1, 2, . . . and1 2 i
5 ` j 5 `i s n , n q 1 . . . , with  e c y G e . Since S c y converges uncon-j j isn i i i is1 i ij
` j 5 ` j 5ditionally,  e c y converges in X, and hence lim  e c y s 0isn i i i k ª` isk i i ij
for all j. Therefore, by switching to a subsequence of n let us call it nj j
.again , we have for all j s 1, 2, . . . ,
n y1jq1 e
je c y G . i i i 2isn j
Letting d [ e jc , for n F i F n y 1 we have thati i i j jq1
n y1jq1` `
je c y s d y  i i i i i
js1 isn isnj 1
converges in X, since it is just a change of signs on the unconditionally
convergent series ` c y . However,isn i i1
n y1 n y1jq1 jq1 e
jd y s e c y G i i i i i 2isn isnj j
implies that ` d y does not converge in X. This contradiction com-isn i i1
pletes the proof of Lemma 3.3.
Next we introduce the notation needed for the proof of Theorem 3.2. If
 4`x is a basis for a Banach space X, n - n - ??? are naturali is1 1 2
n jq 1y1  4`numbers, and y s  c x are vectors in X, we call y a blockj isn i i i is1j
 4`  4`basic sequence of x . If x is a unconditional basis for X, then it isi is1 i is1
 4`easily seen that a block basic sequence y is a unconditional basis fori is1
its closed span with unconditional basis constant less than or equal to the
 4`unconditional basis constant for x in X.i is1
A series  x is a Banach space is said to be weakly unconditionallyn n
 n .Cauchy if given any permutation p of the natural numbers,  x isks1 p k .
a weakly Cauchy sequence; alternatively,  x is weakly unconditionallyn n
<  . <  w x.Cauchy if and only if for each x* g X*,  x* x - ` see D, Chap. V .n n
ÃLet N denote the family of all finite subsets of the natural numbers. We
w xwill need a result which follows immediately from Theorem 6 of D, p. 44 .
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PROPOSITION 3.4. The following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .1  x is weakly unconditionally Cauchy.n n
 . 5 52 sup  x - `.ÃD g N ng D n
w xAlso, we will need Theorem 8 from D, p. 45 , which we now state for
completeness.
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let X be a Banach space. Then, in order that each
weakly unconditionally Cauchy series in X be unconditionally con¨ergent, it is
necessary and sufficient that X contains no copy of c .0
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 3.2
 .  .  .  4`2 « 1 . It suffices to show that c fails property 2 . Let e be the0 n ns1
unit vector basis of c and define0
y s e , y s e , n s 1, 2, . . . .2 n n 2 nq1 n
 4  .We will show that y satisfies the hypotheses of 2 but fails then
` 5 5conclusion. So assume that  c y converges in c . Since y s 1, forns1 n n 0 n
< < 5 ` 5all n, it follows that lim c s 0. Given any e s "1,  e c y `nª` n n nsm n n n
< <F 2 sup e c . Hence,mF k k k
`
< <lim e c y F 2 lim sup c s 0.mª` n n n mª` mF k k
nsm `
So ` e c y converges in c . That is, whenever ` c y converges inns1 n n n 0 ns1 n n
 .c , then the series converges unconditionally. So the hypotheses of 2 in0
 .Theorem 3.2 are satisfied. But clearly the conclusion of 2 fails since any
 4subset of y , which contains all but a finite number of the y , mustn n
contain two equal elements and hence cannot be independent.
 .  .  .1 « 2 . We proceed by way of contradiction. So assume 1 and the
 .  .hypotheses of 2 are satisfied, but the conclusion of 2 fails. Alternately
applying this assumption and Lemma 3.3, we find natural numbers
j  4`n , n , . . . , and e s "1, and scalars c so that for all j,1 2 i i is1
 . 5 n jq 1 5 j3  c y - 1r2 ,isn q1 i ij
 .  . 5 n jq 1 5 5 n jq 1 j 54 1r2 F 1r2 sup  g c y F  e c y s 1.e s"1 isn q1 i i i isn q1 i i ii j j
We let z s n jq 1 e jc y , for j s 1, 2, . . . .j isn q1 i i ij
5 5Claim. sup  z s `.ÃD g N ig D i
This claim follows quickly. That is, if this sup were finite, then  zi i
would be unconditionally Cauchy by Proposition 3.4. But then since we
assumed c does not embed into our space, by Proposition 3.5, it would0
follow that this series is unconditionally convergent. But this is ridiculous
5 5since z s 1, for all i s 1, 2, . . . . This completes the proof of the Claim.i
ÃBy applying our claim and choosing successive subsets D g N, and
reindexing we have the following. There are natural numbers n , n , . . . ,1 2
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 4natural numbers 0 s m - m - m - ??? , a sequence of scalars c , and0 1 2 i
choices of signs e j s "1, so thati
 . 5 n jq 1 5 j5  c y - 1r2 ,isn q1 i ij
 .  . 5 n jq 1 5 5 n jq 1 j 56 1r2 F 1r2 sup  e c y F  e c y s 1,e s"1 isn q1 i i i isn q1 i i ii j j
 . 5 m kq 1  n jq 1 j .57   e c y s K G k.jsm q1 isn q1 i i i kk j
We will now show that the series
 . `  .w m kq 1  n jq 1 .x8  1rK   c yks1 k jsm q1 n q1 i ik j
converges in X as a series in c y , but the series does not convergei i
unconditionally.
That the series does not converge unconditionally can be proven easily.
For any k s 1, 2, . . . ,
n nm mjq1 jq1kq1 kq11 1
jsup e c y G e c y s 1.   e s"1 i i i i i ii  /  /k Kk kjsm q1 isn q1 jsm q1 isn q1k j k j
 .That is, the series in 8 fails Lemma 3.3 and hence is not unconditionally
 .convergent. To prove that the series in 8 converges, we must check that
the ``tail end'' of the series converges to 0 in norm. So consider ` c y ,iss i i
and fix k with m q 1 F l F m and n q 1 F s F n . Thenk kq1 l lq1
n nn m mjq1 jq1`lq1 kq1 tq11 1 1
c q c y q c y     i y i i i ii  /  /K K Kk k tiss jslq1 isn q1 tskq1 jsm q1 isn q1j t j
nn m jq1lq1 kq11 1
F c y q c y  i i i iK Kk kiss jslq1 isn q1j
nm jq1` tq11
q c y   i iK ttskq1 jsm q1 isn q1t j
nn jq1`lq12
F sup e c y q c y  e s"1 i i i i iiKk isn q1 jslq1 isn q1l j
`2 1 2 1
F q F q . i ly1K k2 2k isl
 .Hence, our series 11 converges. This contradiction completes the proof
of Theorem 3.2.
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